Now that everyone can easily record videos, the quantity of which is continuously increasing, research on methods for improved video retrieval is important in the contemporary world. In cases where target videos are to be identified within a large collection gathered by individuals, the appropriate information must be obtained to retrieve the correct video within a large number of similar items in the target database. The purpose of this research is to retrieve target videos in such cases by introducing an interaction, or a dialog, between the system and the user. We propose a system to retrieve videos by asking questions about the content of the videos and leveraging the user's responses to the questions. Additionally, we confirmed the usefulness of the proposed system through experiments using the dataset called AVSD which includes videos and dialogs about the videos.
Introduction
Nowadays, with the widespread use of smartphones anyone can easily record videos, leading to an ever-increasing amount of content. It can be said that research on video retrieval has great significance. Videos taken by individuals, including home videos and life log videos, generally do not become highly popular and are not distinguished in most cases. Therefore, we cannot use elements such as the number of hits and tag data, which can be used when retrieving videos on the web; this makes retrieval difficulty relatively high. However, there is a motivation for retrieving such videos. For example, there are situations where videos taken in the past are very impressive and valuable, but they are buried in other videos taken in the past and cannot be found easily. The premise of this research is to retrieve target videos in this type of situation.
To facilitate the retrieval of target videos among similar items, this study proposes a retrieval technique using interaction as shown in Fig. 1 . For example, when a retrieval is requested using the sentence "a man reading a book" as shown in Fig. 1 , many similar videos are valid candidates. It is necessary to add more information to distinguish the videos. However, in reality, it is difficult to assume that a user is aware of the sentence that is suitable enough to represent the videos they are searching for, or it is labor-intensive. Indeed, under the current assumption, the user has recorded a large number of similar videos, and we can c 2019. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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I'm looking for a video of a man reading a book.
Is he sitting?
No he isn't.
What kind of room is he in?
He is in a kitchen.
User Agent
Figure 1: Outline of video retrieval with dialog. The picture shows some frames of videos of "a man reading a book". It is assumed that there are various situations for the same behavior. It is possible to narrow down the candidates making use of appropriate questions and their responses.
consider that it is impossible to remember the details of all videos. Therefore, we propose introducing a dialog as shown in Fig. 1 . The agent in the system asks a question to efficiently search for videos that the user wants, and then the user replies to the questions. For example, suppose that there are six videos in Fig. 1 and we try to retrieve a video of "a man reading a book" in Fig. 1 . If the search is for the upper left video, the agent should ask "How many people are in the video?". And if asking "Is the person reading a book while lying down?", the lower left video can be separated from the others in Fig. 1 . If you ask the question "Does the person read while standing", you can search for the video in the upper middle of Fig. 1 . You can also distinguish videos by asking questions such as "What was the person doing at the start of the video?" and "What was the person doing before (after) reading a book?". Moreover, since the user is assumed to have some knowledge of the video he is searching for, there is no need to watch videos when answering these questions. That is to say, ideally the user does not have to look at the displayed candidate videos and identify the optimal query and can instead simply search for the target video by answering the questions from the agent. It is manifest that video retrieval can be performed effectively by introducing this type of dialog. The purpose of this research is to retrieve target videos among similar items by introducing a dialog between the system and the user. The contributions of this research are as follows. (1) We proposed a new video retrieval task that utilizes interactive elements (i.e., dialog) and implemented a model to instantiate it. (2) We clarified the role of each module in this method; the method for embedding features has an effect on retrieval performance itself, and the way of encoding dialog history influences the relationship between the retrieval performance and the progress of dialog. (3) We conducted the user study and confirmed that the method was effective for the task proposed in this study.
Related Work

Text-based Video Retrieval
In the video retrieval method using text, we first learn a mapping that transforms text and video features into a joint embedding space [21] . Then, in the learned joint embedding space, a video with a high degree of similarity to the sentence used as the input query is output as a search result. In the past, canonical correlation analysis (CCA) has been used as an approach to learning the mapping of the joint space. Learning was done to maximize the covariance of the distribution of the two different modalities in the embedding space. Presently, methods using deep neural networks (DNN) are popular [6, 9, 15, 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 24] . There are two types of features embedded in the joint space in the case of video retrieval, a sentence feature and a video feature. The former often inputs text such as captions to recurrent neural networks (RNN) that can handle time-series data and adopts its final hidden state as the representation. The latter is effective when considering features obtained by applying convolution neural networks (CNN) to each frame of a video in a multilateral manner [15, 16, 22, 24] . In these related studies, basically, the corresponding video is output with a short sentence of approximately one sentence as input, and the structure for handling the dialog history which includes a plurality of sentences cannot be deemed sufficient. For this reason, this cannot be used in this research, which has to deal with dialog.
Vision and Dialog
The visual dialog proposed by Das et al. [3] is a task that takes an image and multiple questions as inputs and subsequently outputs a response to each question. Based on this, visual dialog is still actively researched, and research on video dialog that targets videos instead of images has begun [1, 11, 12, 18, 25] . However, these studies are aimed at returning better responses based on the contents of the videos, and there is no module for video retrieval.
In contrast, there are also studies that have proposed training methods for the goaloriented visual dialog. Das et al. [4] enables interactive image retrieval with dialog. They generate an asymmetric scene in which an image can be viewed from an answerer, while a questioner cannot see the image. Under the circumstances, the questioner asks a question about the image to the answerer. The answerer in turn gives a response so that the questioner can gain a finer understanding of the corresponding image. As a method for evaluating the questioner, Das et al. [4] proposed an image retrieval method using image features obtained by regression from the dialog history representation. This can be interpreted as an image retrieval with dialog. However, Das et al. [4] only considered the point that the image feature predicted by the questioner approaches the feature of the GT image known to the answerer in training. Therefore, it is impossible to distinguish between the target video and similar ones. Thus, we consider that this is not sufficient to achieve the purpose of this research.
Model
The following three function requirements (FR) are considered necessary to achieve the goal of this research. FR1: Making use of dialog history. First, to utilize of the dialog, the proposed system needs to be able to effectively use of user responses and of the history of dialog. For example, a response to a question is provided, the dialog history must be used adequately to improve retrieval performance. In addition, when generating an effective question to identify a target video, it is necessary to generate a question on information that is not known yet. FR2: Taking spatio-temporal elements of videos into account. Second, in this research, the search targets are not static images but videos. Therefore, we need to handle concepts that cannot be understood solely by looking at the images (only the image features of the 2-D CNN) but instead by seeing the videos in the flow. For example, there are some cases we cannot tell whether a person in a video is walking or just standing by looking at a frame of the video. It can happen as the frame lacks dynamic elements of the video. This is a spatiotemporal element that cannot be handled without using features for action recognition, such as 3-D CNN. FR3: Generating appropriate questions based on videos. Third, to narrow down the target videos among similar items by dialog, the system needs to generate appropriate questions. If a question that is completely off the mark is generated, the retrieval performance will not improve, and the dialog will be meaningless. Therefore, the questions generated need to adapt based on the videos searched.
Modeling and Overview
In this section, we provide an overview of a model of the proposed method that satisfies the functional requirements mentioned above. Fig. 2 is an overview. The following describes the proposed system, assuming that one combination of a question and its response is called one round of dialog. As shown in Fig. 2 , in the proposed system there is an agent interacting with the user. The agent's main role is to generate the question and present candidate videos based on the dialog while interacting with the user. In this system, the user first inputs a query describing the video that he is searching for, and the agent outputs a question in return. The proposed system starts from the point where the user inputs a natural sentence describing the target video to the agent. When the first sentence D 0 is input, the agent uses that sentence as a query, and presents to the user several (N) videos that are close to the query in the feature space, namely Cand 0 = {C
0 }. In this study, we assume N = 10. It is defined as the 0th round of the dialog until this first sentence D 0 is input and the first candidate videos Cand 0 are output. After completing the 0th round dialog, the agent generates a question q 1 , and the next round of the dialog begins based on this. Considering the t-th round dialog (t = 1, ..., T ), the question q t generated after the (t − 1)-th round dialog and the user's response a t consist of the t-th round dialog. That is, if the pair of the question and the response composing the t-th round dialog is written as H t = [q t , a t ], the series of processes are expressed as follows.
HistEnc(D 0 , H 1 , ..., H t ) in Eq. 1 is a mapping to obtain the representation of the dialog history s t until the t-th round. In the following, we call the representation of the dialog history s t the "history vector". Eq. 2 represents the mapping that uses the history vector s t obtained by Eq. 1 to obtain N candidate videos Cand t from the video feature groups V in the database. This mapping is composed of DialogEmb (·) and VideoEmb (·) which embed the history vector s t and the feature group V respectively into the joint space. In the joint embedding space, the similarity function S(·, Fig. 2 . All modules are executed based on θ HE , θ DE , θ V E , θ QD . In this study, the first sentence D 0 is considered as a caption of a video, and the end is assumed to be the point where the round of dialog reaches a predetermined upper limit T (= 10).
Model Learning
History Encoder. This module is responsible for encoding dialog history. The architecture of this module is similar to the Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder in Das et al. [4] . The dialog in each round is decomposed into words and then represented as a vector by the word embedding matrix to obtain sentence features in order. Then it is input in an LSTM (Sentence Encoder). Let F 0 , ..., F t be the output obtained by the Sentence Encoder. These sentencelevel features are input sequentially in an LSTM (State Encoder) which is different from the Sentence Encoder. The final hidden state obtained from the State Encoder is considered to be a feature that represents the entire dialog history effectively. In this study, for the history vector s t , we adopted the concatenation of the final hidden state of the State Encoder and the feature of the caption which is the first output of the State Encoder. This is because in the task proposed in this study, the caption of the video holds the largest amount of information and the subsequent dialog is considered to supplement the contents of the caption. The history vector s t obtained as described above is a vector that semantically reflects the history of past conversations. Therefore, using this feature as an input to construct a later pipeline will satisfy FR1. Feature Embedding. In this module, videos are searched using the dialog history as a query, and candidate videos are output. The history vector s t obtained by Eq. 1 is used as an input of this module, which is responsible for embedding into the joint space. To reduce the computational cost at the time of training, the video feature in this study uses the one that has been previously extracted using a pretrained model and pooled in the time direction. Let the extracted video features be v, and the history vector be s t . In the joint embedding space, training proceeds by minimizing the following loss function Eq. 4 according to the research of Mithun et al. [16] .
α in Eq. 4 is a margin and S(·, ·) is a function for similarity calculation. In this research, cosine similarity is adopted as S(·, ·), as in the study of Mithun et al. [16] . Note that L(r) = 1 + 1/(N v − r + 1), where N v is the number of compared videos. r v and r s in L(r) indicate the ranks at which GT videos and dialogs are located in the batch. For a video embedding v = VideoEmb(v), r v is the rank of the matching dialog s t among all comparisons. Similarly, for an embedding of the history vector s t = DialogEmb(s t ), r s is the rank of the matching video among all comparisons. Linear layers are adopted for VideoEmb(·) and DialogEmb(·). v andŝ t are called hard negatives (i.e., the negative video/dialog sample closest to a positive matching (s t , v) pair). Accordingly training is supposed to be done to learn to maximize the similarity between video embeddings and the corresponding dialog embeddings, and minimize similarity to hard negatives. In this module, the history vector representing the dialog history and the video features are directly related in the joint space. If the video features reflect the spatio-temporal elements of the videos, the dialog history and the spatiotemporal elements of the videos are considered linked, consequently FR2 is satisfied. Question Decoder. This module is responsible for the question generation necessary to retrieve videos with dialog. The history vector s t is input as the initial hidden state of an LSTM that composes the module of Eq. 3. The hidden state of the LSTM is used to calculate the probability of the words in the generated question. While training, we perform supervised learning with teacher forcing using cross entropy loss. Therefore, assuming that the dataset has questions of a nature that satisfies the functional requirement, we can expect to be able to generate appropriate questions. In other words, this module supports FR3. Summary. When training the whole model, we minimize these linear sums by writing the Question Decoder's cross entropy loss as DialogLoss, and the loss function in the Feature Embedding shown in Eq. 4 as FeatLoss. The coefficients a, b in the equation Eq. 5 are hyperparameters that indicate the extent to which each module is emphasized. 
4 Experiments
Settings
Dataset. In this study, we used the AVSD dataset [1] . This dataset was created by adding dialog data to the existing video dataset called Charades [20] . Charades is a video dataset of about 30 seconds, and the collection continues with activities that people will be exposed to in their daily lives. Charades has many motions in one video and is characterized by the presence of many semantically similar videos in the dataset. The AVSD dataset contains ten rounds of questions and answers for each video. Questions include a lot of spatio-temporal information (e.g., the development of events). From the above, it can be said that the AVSD dataset, which includes dialogs focusing on elements unique to the videos, targeting recordings by individuals including home videos and lifelog videos, is suitable for this research. AVSD has 7,985 samples for training. We used 863 samples for validation and 1,000 samples for testing. Part of the validation data was adopted as test data in this study. Implementation Details. We prepare two types of features for the representation of videos, the feature extracted for each frame with ResNet152 [8] pretrained with ImageNet [5] and the feature extracted from the I3D [2] model pretrained with Kinetics [13] . Furthermore, the VGGish [10] feature pretrained on the Audio Set [7] is prepared as an audio feature for supplementary data. All these features are pooled in the time direction to use. Moreover, since the model proposed in this research is a complex configuration with multiple modules, it is difficult to train all parameters end-to-end at once. Therefore, training is divided into two steps; in the first step, the parameters of VideoEmb (·) and DialogEmb (·) are fixed to the initial values, and in the second step, this constraint is released to train all parameters.
The main hyperparameters are set as follows. The batch size is 32, the word embeddings are 300-d, the hidden state of the two LSTMs in the History Encoder is 512-d, the hidden state of an LSTM in the Question Decoder is 1,024-d, the dimension of the joint embedding space is 1,024, α in Eq. 4 is 0.2 and the coefficients in Eq. 5 are a = 2, b = 1, 000. Parameters are optimized using Adam [14] with an initial value of 0.001. The number of dimensions of the video feature are ResNet152: 2,048, I3D: 1,024, VGGish: 128. Evaluation Metrics. Here we introduce the evaluation metrics used in this research. We measure the rank-based performance by Recall@k (R@k) and Mean Rank (MeanR). R@k calculates the percentage of the test samples for which the GT video is found in the top-k retrieved points and MeanR calculates the mean rank of all GT videos. Higher is better for R@k and lower is better for MeanR. Note that R@k (k = 1, 5, 10) and MeanR in Table 1 and  Table 2 are the values obtained when 10 rounds of GT dialog data are input.
Baselines. As baselines, we prepare three types of models overall, namely the basic model, L2 Loss, and LSTM. The basic model adopts the final hidden state of the State Encoder in the History Encoder as a history vector s t without performing a concatenation of the caption feature. The other two baselines are based on this basic model. In the L2 Loss model, L2 Loss is applied in Feature Embedding instead of ranking loss in Eq. 4. L2 Loss centers on bringing the positive samples closer with no consideration for keeping the negative samples apart. The LSTM model is a model which uses an LSTM as History Encoder. In the basic model each round of dialog is encoded as a sentence feature by LSTM (Sentence Encoder), and the history vector s t is extracted hierarchically by inputting these sentence features into the LSTM (State Encoder) again. Meanwhile in the LSTM model the dialog history is input in the same LSTM.
Results and Discussions
Feature Selection for Representing Videos. Here we select the appropriate representation for videos. We compared the retrieval performance with the ResNet feature, I3D feature and VGGish feature. After that, experiments were also conducted with various types of features combined hoping that multiple features could be used effectively. This is shown in Table 1 . We adopt max pooling for pooling features. According to Table 1 , it can be said that the best performance is achieved by adopting a combination of the I3D feature and VGGish aside for the MeanR. In the following, this combination is adopted as the video representation. Comparing I3D and ResNet, I3D gives better results because the dataset used this time has a more dynamic behavior, and I3D is more likely to reflect such features. The audio feature (VGGish) is poor in terms of stand-alone performance, but it contributes to the improvement of the retrieval performance when considered simultaneously with I3D. However, as per the lower three columns in Table 1 , it is apparent that simply combining them does not necessarily lead to an improvement in retrieval performance. Comparisons against Baselines. Table 2 shows the performance comparison against baselines. As can be seen in Table 2 , we can confirm that the proposed method is superior for all metrics. Furthermore, Fig. 3 expresses the relationship between the number of dialog rounds and the retrieval performance. It is apparent that in the proposed method, MeanR tends to decrease as the dialog progresses. As for R@10, the progress of the dialog and the performance improvement are linked, and the significance of the dialog is apparent. First, we will compare the basic model with two methods, namely L2 Loss and LSTM. According to Fig. 3 , it appears that the L2 Loss tends to improve retrieval performance as the dialog progresses, as does the basic model. However, the retrieval performance itself is poor. This indicates that Fig. 3 , although the LSTM achieves almost the same performance as the basic model in the 0th round, its performance deteriorates drastically in the first round and generally deteriorates thereafter. We consider that this phenomenon occurs because the LSTM cannot effectively handle a long-term information sequence such as a dialog history. In other words, it is possible to guarantee an improvement in the search performance along with the progress of the dialog by finding a way to handle a long-term information sequence in the History Encoder. Finally, we compare the proposed model and the basic model. According to Fig. 3 , there is no big difference in MeanR between the two models, but for R@10, the proposed model is consistently superior. As a result, we can confirm that the priority of the target videos can be raised by emphasizing the caption in this task. User Study Results. In the mechanical evaluation, the dialog with humans is simulated using GT dialog data as input. However, an evaluation through a human-model interaction is also necessary. Therefore, we conducted a user study using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to confirm that the retrieval performance improves with the dialog even when actually interacting with humans. We randomly selected 200 out of 1,000 videos of test data. Considering the purpose of this research, as a way of user study, ideally users should provide their own videos, and hold the conversations searching for the videos. However, such an evaluation method is difficult in practice. For this reason, we used the videos in the dataset as the targets and performed video retrieval with dialog. As a specific procedure, we asked workers to respond to questions for ten rounds based on the content of the videos and their captions. The ranks of the GT videos in the database were recorded using the dialog data obtained. Looking at Fig. 4 , it appears that the retrieval performance improves with the progress of the dialog for both MeanR and R@10, as in the case involving the GT dialog data. Therefore, we confirmed that the improvement of the retrieval performance itself can be enhanced using dialog even when a dialog with a human is actually performed. Qualitative Results. Fig. 5 is the qualitative result of the proposed method when user study is performed. It is apparent that the contents of the dialog influence the retrieval result. 
Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to introduce an interaction (dialog) in which the system generates a question based on the videos to be retrieved and the dialog history with the user, enabling the retrieval of the target video among similar ones. To achieve this, we proposed a model that can ask questions and utilize the dialog history. We showed its effectiveness in experiments using the AVSD dataset, with videos that are rich in scene developments. In future, we could potentially improve the retrieval performance by constructing a network to handle the video features more effectively than pooling and concatenation.
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